l Introduction the method of the minimum integral. One aim of the theory of functions of several complex variables is to reformulate methods of the theory of conformal mappings in such a way that these methods can be successfully applied to obtain results in the theory of pseudo-conformal mappings, that is, in mappings of domains of the fa* ••» zj-space by n analytic functions of the n complex variables #i > •• >£» 1 The determination of bounds for the distortion of Euclidean measures under pseudo-conformal transformation is one of the main topics of this branch of the theory.
An important tool in investigations of this kind is Bergman's method of the minimum integral [3, p. 48] , The basic idea is as follows. After an invariant 2 (non-Euclidean) metric is introduced in a domain B, the ratios of the non-Euclidean and the Euclidean measures of geometric objects in B are expressed in terms of quantities λ B which are solutions of the minimum problems: (1.1) λ B = min [ \f\*dω .
B
Here / is an analytic function, regular in B and is subjected to certain auxiliary conditions 3 , and dω is the element of volume (the element of area in the case of one complex variable). Because of the specific choice of the auxiliary conditions, these λ B possess the property that they are monotone functions of the domain B, that is if B^B then λ Bι^λB .
As a rule λ B can be expressed in terms of Bergman's kernel functions of B and its derivatives and thus can be calculated for special domains. These λ B are of much interest because they can be easily applied to obtain distortion theorems for instance, if ICZBCZA, where /and A are domains for which the kernel functions K τ (z, z) the aid of such inequalities one can obtain bouuds for the ratio R of a Euclidean and a non-Euclidean measure of an object j located in B (since R is a known function of λ B ). If B is mapped onto a domain B* by a pseudo-conformal transformation and there exist domains of comparison /**, A**, such that /** C#* C-4** then one can obtain also bounds for i£*-the ratio of the Euclidean and non-Euclidean measures of the object j* which is the image of j. It is clear that the bounds which one obtains for R*/R are actually bounds for the ratio of the Euclidean measures of i and;?* because the non-Euclidean measure is, by definition, invariant under pseudo-conformal transformation. See [3, pp. 49, 56] and [4, p. 140] , where also special results are described in detail.
The more information one has about the various λ B , the more distortion theorems one can obtain. In §2 we derive relations between the various λ B . These relations involve sometimes the volume of the domain B. In many cases it is even of interest to obtain bounds for the λ B in one direction in § 3 we derive such bounds in terms of the volume of B and the domains of comparison I and A) IdBCZA.
We apply these results ( § 4) to obtain bounds for the ratios of the Euclidean and non-Euclidean measures of objects such as arc-length and analytic angle, from which distortions under pseudo-conformal mappings of the Euclidean measures follow. (z l9 z 2 ) were applied to obtain various distortion theorems [5] . We conclude the paper in deriving bounds for this function. As was mentioned before, the λ B are minimal values of (1.1) for different families of analytic functions. The fact that there exist relations which connect these λ B (see Theorem 1) is of interest because it throws some light on the interconnection between the various families under consideration. This, in turn, yields application to obtain distortion theorems.
2 Relations between some minima λ B . Let B be a domain in the Zi, £ 2 -space, and t a fixed point, teB.
We shall consider certain minimum values defined as follows : Denote by (l)- (8) Let G be a domain containing a domain B, BcZG. We denote by (1) and (7); (o) (2), (3) and (7); (p) (2), (4), (5) and (7); (q) (2), (5) and (7); (r) (2), (3), (6) and (7); (s) (2), (7) and (8). is the determinant of (29).
In the special case that λ is the minimum of (2.9) for functions /e -9? % {TB) and satisfying at teB the auxiliary conditions f(t)= 
Equation (2.4) now follows by eliminating sums involving ψ (v) (t) and ψ^{t) from the expressions for λ Bf λt\ λ Ό B9 λ BB as given by (2.13). By use of (2.13), the other minima of the lemma are expressed in terms of u τ , u 2f and sums involving φ 
Equations (2.5)-(2.8) follow by combining the expressions just obtained so as to eliminate u lf u 2 , and sums involving ψ {y) and its derivatives. 
where the auxiliary conditions associated with λ B^J are among the auxiliary conditions associated with λ BB , and the first factor in the last term is <I1. Hence λβB^tiP, and the brace in (3.8) is non-negative. Using in addition F^vol5, and (3.7), from (3.8) we obtain (3.9) which yields (3.2)-(3.6).
In order to obtain for the λ B (t) upper bounds which are smaller than the λ A (t), we make the following 4. Distortion theorems using assumption (3.10). There are domains B for which the information about B contained in assumption (3.10) can be used with advantage in deriving distortion theorems. Preparatory to proving this, we make some remarks about distortion of arc length.
Let Using relations (4.2) and the monotonicity of the λ's, (4.6) becomes (4.7)
Since λ I <^λ A for /CA, iφA, it is clear that (4\7) is a better inequality than (4.4).
Hence in estimating distortion of arc length it is of distinct advantage to first make use of the relation (4.5). This is true regardless of what domains are used as domains of comparison.
It is interesting to know that the inequality (4.7) ean still be improved in many cases by using the relations of § 3. (t) as a function of the domain, we deduce that (4.13) implies (4.9).
To complete the proof of the theorem, we compute the λ's for the case when / and A are hyperspheres, using formula (2.13) as explained in the table of §2, and a similar consideration for the Λ^'s.
REMARK. In the case when assumption (3.10) is satisfied, it is sometimes better to use (4.8), instead of (4.7). To prove this, we consider the following example.
Let S 19 S 2 , S 3 , S v denote the hyperspheres S 3 : kw here l/8<eJ<l/2, and 5y>0 is sufficiently small. Let B be a domain satisfying 57G and let /o>l be such that (yo\B)=p (yόlS i ). For such a domain J5we are able to show that (4.8) is a better inequality than (4.7).
To show that such a domain B exists, we must show that S 2 C.S 3 -S L . It is clear that S 2 CZS Z . To show that £ 2 f\£ L =0, observe that the frontiers of S, and S 3 have a point in common, namely the point [(1/τ/YXl/Tεo-l), (l/i/2")("l/"2e o -l)], the centers of S, and S 3 are the same, and (4.14)
[2-(radius of S 2 )]-f(radius of &)=(radius of S 3 ).
Hence S 2 Γ\S 1 =0 f S 2 cZS 3 -S lf and B exists. Consider distortion of arc length at the origin in the direction u L = l, ^=0. As exterior and interior domains of comparison at the origin we take the eccentric hyperspheres 
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From the relation S 3 -S V (ZB, it follows that any exterior domain of comparison A contains S 3 . Since the quantities λ are monotone functional of the domain, it is clear that the best choice for A is ^=£3, from which it follows ε o =ε.
To obtain the best bounds for distortion of arc length from (4.7), / has to be chosen in such a way that the quantities are as large as possible.
From (4.14) and since SC^-SΊ it follows that B contains no hypersphere of radius greater than the radius of S 2 . Hence m<^ (radius of S 2 ) f and if we take I==S i9 we have <5=0 and a best choice for interior domain of comparison when estimating distortion of arc length by (4.7).
Repeating the above considerations, it is easily shown that ^=£3 
S(X) S(Y)
We define the non-Euclidean measure / of the angle between X and Y to be the, so-called, analytic angle. [2, p. 9] . This is the Euclidean angle between the two analytic planes which contain the vectors X and Y, respectively. It is known that 
